
Because sports fields come in many shapes and sizes, one sport’s penalty area can be another 
sports bench on the field.  The result is large hot spots on your field that can cause serious 
damage to your turf or running track.  Covermaster provides a number of sideline and track 
covers to enhance field protection for a number of problem areas.  

In this brochure, you will find protection for your:

Sideline Turf Protection
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Crossover-Zone™ track protector is ideal for fields with surrounding running tracks. In time, football teams 
crossing onto the field can wear out the track. Repairing sections of a track can be a costly endeavour, so 

your best bet is to prevent any damage before it happens. 

The center of Crossover-Zone has a strong galvanized steel chain link perimeter covered by tough, 
nonabsorbent geotextile material.  This combination of strength and lightweight material allows the Cross-
Over Zone to stand up to winds while still being lightweight and easy to carry.  

 � Light and easy to handle

 � Tough material stands up to steel tipped cleats and shoes

 � Allows rain and other liquids to drain through

 � Wind-proof without steaks or staples

Width Length

7.5’ 30’ 40’ 50’

15’ 30’ 40’ 50’

Size Chart*

*Custom sizes available

“
No longer do we have a waterlogged cover damaging our track. 
It is easy to install, and we don’t have to worry about the edges 
curling up and becoming a tripping hazard. The Cross-Over Zone 
helps make our stadium stand out

-Morgan Nugent, Athletic Director, Lassiter High School, GA
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Bench Zone™ Track Protector is designed for facilities with tracks tightly wrapped around their field. Great 
for adding extra room for your football team without damaging the surrounding track.

Longer protectors come in two sections and can be easily joined with Velcro hook and loop straps.  Double-
stitched vinyl edging is bright and highly visible.     

 � Light and easy to handle

 � Tough material stands up to steel tipped cleats and shoes

 � Allows rain and other liquids to drain through

 � Wind-proof without steaks or staples

Width Length
15’ 50’ 100’ 125’ 150’

Size Chart*

*Custom sizes available

Easy to install and remove, and the built-in edging chain 
is a great feature to make it wind resistant. The Bench 
Zone product has been a great addition to our football 
and track programs 

-C. BYRNE, Assistant Athletic Director Moravian College Bethlehem, PA
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Sideline can be a hot spot for damage. Players warming often dig their cleats into the turf and kick up ruts. 
The Bench Zone™ Sideline Turf Protector prevents damage to turf by utilizing strong polyester VIPOL 

Matrix material.  Folded edges are double-stitched and grommets are installed every 18” for a tight fit and 
appearance. 

 � Protects turf from cleats

 � Liquids drain through, not absorbed

 � Nonabsorbent

 � Sunlight passes through allowing for extended periods of 
use

 � Custom colors and logos

 � Easy to clean 

Standard 
Grey

Custom 
Color /Logo

Width Length
15’ 50’ 75’ 100’ 150’

Size Chart*

*Custom Sizes Available

I have been with Purdue University for 20 years, and I can 
say with confidence that the Bench Zone Sideline Turf 
Protector is the best we have used
-Bob Hallas, Director of Outdoor Facilities, Purdue University
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Enkamat Plus is  tough polyester fabric bound to a three-dimensional nylon core.  It can withstand heavy 
traffic without crushing or suffocating the turf below.  Enkamat sideline matting is designed to meet all 

professional, college and high-school standard sideline dimensions.  Installation is simple and Enkamat can 
be rolled up for simple storage.

 � Lightweight and flexible

 � Quick and easy installation

 � Muti-use for many sports

 � Reusable

 � Minimal storage space

 � Smooth, walkable surface

 � Easy to clean

“

Standard Grey

It simply protects the grass better.  It is softer for the 
players and easy to deploy.  Any added expense would be 
saved in the first year from little or no grass repair 

-Ross Kurcab, Turf Manager, Denver Broncos ‘‘
‘‘
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Because many football fields are used for soccer, lacrosse and field hockey the benches often fall within 
the confines of these larger playing fields.  Made from recycled polyester fabrics, the 16oz Geotexile 

sideline covers are an effective and affordable turf protection.  Needle-punched fabric allows grass to breath 
while the surface is shielded from cleats and seating. 

Grey

A clever invention to protect a small section of your field while organizing your team. Huddle Zone™ is 
made of industrial matrix fabric with a 3’ square for each player.

Light 
Green

 � Lightweight and flexible

 � Quick and easy installation

 � Muti-use for many sports

 � Minimal storage space

 � Smooth, walkable surface

 � Cost-effective

 � Organize special teams

 � Stands up to steel tipped cleats and shoes

 � Allows rain and other liquids to drain through

 � Wind-proof without steaks or staples

Geotextile

Huddlezone
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